Cross-linked peptide identification: A computational forest of algorithms.
Chemical cross-linking analyzed by mass spectrometry (XL-MS) has become an important tool in unravelling protein structure, dynamics, and complex formation. Because the analysis of cross-linked proteins with mass spectrometry results in specific computational challenges, many computational tools have been developed to identify cross-linked peptides from mass spectra and subsequently interpret the identified cross-links within their structural context. In this review, we will provide an overview of the different tools that are currently available to tackle the computational part of an XL-MS experiment. First, we give an introduction on the computational challenges encountered when processing data from a cross-linking experiment. We then discuss available tools to identify peptides that are linked by intact or MS-cleavable cross-linkers, and we provide an overview of tools to interpret cross-linked peptides in the context of protein structure. Finally, we give an outlook on data management and dissemination challenges and opportunities for cross-linking experiments.